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POINTS OF 11-IEIR D0~1AIN 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an exposition of a characterization 
bf the set of peak points of a domain in the plane, and 
of the application of the concept peak puint to the 
derivation of the ratio of the radii of an annulus from 
its. ring of bounded analytic functions. 
~rt · 1 .• ~:' ... " .. 't "l 1( ,;1cltt.'l !, .... , 
in minimal form, is to be found in two papers of A. Beck 
([2], [3]). The aim here is to supply the many missing 
details and t~s make the results useful to a wider class 
:of readers. 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an exposition of a characterization of 
the set of peak points of a domain in the plane, and of 
the application of the concept of 
tion of the ratio of the radii of "' an ar111u1us 
. - . to tr1e cter1va-
of bounded analytic functions. Th . , .. . . ,. e materia~, in ~in~~:a~ 
form, is to be found in two papers of A. Beck ([2;, :J:). 
'The aim here is to supply the many missing details and thus 
rnal<.·e· the results useful to a wider class of readers. 
·, 
l· 
t 
2. 
Introduction 
In this thesis, we discuss some properties of analytic 
functions, and in particular, of b 0, , · "..,, ·· ~ ,-~ a ....... ,. · "'. · t .; c .: t • ....... c •~ 1.· ?"«. n s Ull.UL'U · i!cl .l... '( ..L. A.. '-,i,41 ,_ V .. • 
.., 
On any domain D in the complex IJlat1e, ~ . ~ . a ;1 o. r1 ~1 ~ ..,. t 1. c :: t;. r1 c t l on 
~ 
achieves its maximum modulus only at the bounGc1r-y, 
. -lZ 
f 
-
is a nonconstant analytic function in D . . -, a11c 1-: :, £ D 
with lim supx !fl = supD ]fl, then X E E (D)) 
D. If is the only point for which the X • aoove 
identity holds, then x is the peak point for f in D. 
·•. f . is bounded, then we say is a peak point of X D. 
The thing we are interested in knowing in Chapter I is which 
boundary points of D can be peak points. 
In Chapter II, we apply the concept of peak point co 
derive the ratio of the radii of an annulus A from the 
ring of functions holornorphic on A 
The material in this thesis is an expo:-oi.ti.0:1 of two 
-articles written by Anatole Beck ([2], 
some of my observations and a more detailed 
most of his proofs, which leave a good deal ' . to the reac.:er. 
•~'"'~··-··-------
I 
3. 
CHAPTER I 
A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
PEAK-POINTS OF A D0~1AIN 
DEFINITION 1. 1. If every bounded analvtic function in the 
domain D can be continuecl at x, i,Jl1i.:.·:-(_· 
point of domain D, then x 
DEFINITION 1. 2. All boundary points ,~hich are not 
are essential. 
LEMMA 1. 1. Let D be ~ simply connected domain arici x.zf; (D) 
be linearly accessible from the • • 1.nter1or. 
~ schlicht mapping f of ' . tne ooen t:n:tt D into . . (! ~~s C .-... .. .. '~ "'"'" ~ ·'&. .. ~ ;l ,t ~ 
that lim f(z) = 1, and if ~ E i(D) z--,.x .. ,- .. ., witn ; r x, tnen 
lim sup~ [fl< 1. 
Proof. Let (x, x+a] be a line segment contained in D· 
' 
• 
. s 1.nce is linearly accessible from the X 
segment exists. Then the function 
1 
f(z) = g-l [2+4(a-1 (z-x))7 ) , 
. . ~ interior, sucn a 
Where g(z) = z + z-1, lzl < 1, is a schlict function with 
·the properties: 
(1) lirn f(z) = 1. 
z~x 
CHAPTER I 
A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
PEAK-POINTS OF A DO~ll\.IN 
3. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If every bounded analytic function in the 
domain D can be continued at x where ) X . . . l. C "1 ,~. , . . • . . ~ - ~ • ...J c.. ... ..,,J-/:- ~.__,.r_.,,"•o,f._...,. ,I 
point of domain D, then X is a removable boundar\' f';'...... .. ... ...... , •-· ~_i\,~,~- •• ~. 
-
DEFINITION 1.2. All boundary points which are not removable 
are essential. 
LEMMA 1. 1. Let D be~ simply connected 
be linearly accessible fro~ the . . 1 .... -.. ,,,._ - - ··• .,.,., -...-• i L l' . · ' _._.L. -- .i.._ • ...... \,,,.._. 
~ schlicht mapping f of D into 
that lim f(z) = 1, and if z-?x 
lim sup~ !fl< 1. 
• • • c1oma 111 «;1:1d 
. ' 
,.. .. 1. ,~ '"' 
'•'~ L l • 
. . 
, .. 
Proof. Let (x, x+a] be a line segment contained in 
Xt ~·. (D) 
.... - . . .. s· 
' .. 
-~ -l. .,. .. ..,, 1 . \., 4.-
.. ........ .- . 
. 
•. 4 c.,. 
....... 
L. • • t."" • ~ 
D· , 
since x is linearly accessible from the interior, such a 
s·.e.g.rn~nt exists. Then the function 
1 
-1 
-1 2 f ( z) = g [ 2 +4 ( a ( z -x) ) ] , 
where g(z) = z + z-1 , lzl < 1, is a schlict function with 
the properties: 
(1) lim f(z) = 1 .. 
z-,.x 
. ,. 
·• 
4. 
(2) Ix -y I > E , y e D => 1 - l f ( y) ; > n = ri ( E , D) > o. 
Let x. _,.. x, x. E D, and l. l. Jy-x! > E, where y L D. ,,_.. ine 
• mapping -1 z -+ £1 (z) = a. (z-x) is clearly 
and it takes [x,x+a] onto [0,lJ, since any 1)oi.:1t i:1 
[x,x+a], can be written in the form ( 1-t):, + t (>;+.:t), 
0 ~ t ~ 1, and 
-1 
£1[(1-t)x + t(x+~)J = CL -l r (1-t)x + t(x+c)-x] 
== t. a (x. -x) 
l. 
. . -· . 
·S-1.nce 
-;a 0, since x. -,,.. x, 
l. and it1 (y) i > €/~a:, 
!a-1 (y-x) - OJ = Jy-xl/lal > E/ial . 
Observe that £1 
• l..S 1-1 and conformal since it is linear; 
hence, £1 (D) 
connected. 
there exists 
is simply connected 
Because of the simple 
• 
S ll1Ct2 D . . ~ l. S S i ·m· n 1 ,, 
... u-...1.r...J 
. ... 
con:1ecti\1it~/ of 
-
: .· ·(D) J.. , ) 
£1 (D), with 
a holomorphic 
1 
(+1) 2 = +1. 
l. 
branch of the sauare 
... 
root 011 
Note that each point of (0,1] is an interior point of 
£2 (D), since (0,1] is in 
not in f 1 (D), because f 1 
f 1 (D), while 0 
takes x into 
. .... ·~ 
l. s c 1 e ~1 r ~ 'l 
-
0. Eacr1 :)()int 
.. 
of 
let 
[ -1, 0) is an exterior point of f 2 ( D) . To s L. e t t1 :. s , 
A= x E (0,1]Jx112 > ol, B 
J 
= ~ E (O,l)lxl/2 < 0~ I , 
l J 
~, ... ~_ ---·--~- ·-······ - -· 
0 
.. 
Since 1/2 X is continuous on £1 (D), each of A and B 
• closed in (0,1]; hence, B = p, since 1 € A • Now suppose 
a E £2 (D) n [-1,0). 
a = (z ) 1/ 2 , z E 
n n n 
then a ~ (z ) 1/ 2 
n n 
contradiction, so 
fl (D), so Zn -
- (a2)1/2 = iai 
a 2 2 
_,.. a € 
n 
€ (0, 1). 
[-1,0) n f 2 (D) = p. Thus, 
• tt1er~ 
( 0, l:. But 
TI1is :Ls a 
:c· -'l , 0 ] = 0 . 
/ 
Set T)l = 111 (E,D) = d([-1,0J, f 2 (D) 
- N(O, Ei)) > O. 
J f2 (y) - 0 I > E 1 · 
Then d(f2 (y), (-1,0]) 2_ r11 , since 
Setting f 3 (z) = 2 + 4f2 (z), we have chac 
£3 (xi) -2, and d(f3 (y), (-2,2]) 2, 411 1 , since t 3 (y) = 2 
+ 4(£2 (y)) and 4d(f2 (y), (-1,0)) L 471 1. We now observe 
that g(z) ~2 <=> z ~ 1. - . 0 t t !1C :-:~at) 
• 
g 
are discussed on pages 94, 95 of [l]. In p.:.irt:icl::ar, the 
• 
of the circle I z l < 1 under • • + - . image - C g iS tt-,. '"--"' ) t.· ,,.. "'' ~ ;)s e - L.~,L-
-1 °"' E + - - • 
-
- .L • 
-• 
5. 
is 
(u2/a2) (v2/b2) 1, where a C "'t" c, b - C 
- c. 
Furthermore, g maps the interior of the circle onto the 
exterior of E. Note that (-2,2] is interior to E. 
S1.1ppose c = 1 - b. Then I z I ~ 1 - b => g (z) is exterior 
to E or on it~ so d(g(z), [-2,2]) ~ min(a-2,b) = i 2/(l-e) 
> ~2 . There is a branch Jw2-4 on the complement of (-2,2] 
which assigns positive values to positive nu~bers, 
w = g(z), we may set z = g-1 (w) = }cw-.... 'w2 -4). Now 
• ·11'> 
so lt 
-1 g 
will map the exterior of E onto the interior of the circle, 
; 
.l 
6. 
since (w- w2 -4)(w* w2 -4) = 4. In particular, if we set 
f -- g-l o £3 and let ,i;,. -- (4n1 1 ) l/2 · · · · · u ., in t11e above a1scus-
sion, then clearly f is defined on £3 (D), and 
- ( 4 n ) l / 2 S O 1 - ; f ( '' ) · ·> ( 4 .~ ~. ) 'll ) i J . .__ 'l 
=, 11 ( E, D). But f(x.) 
l. 
= -1 f ( ) _ -1(2+4'"".-.. -l("'* ..... )~l/2) g o 3 xi - g l·· .... i-l-... j 
~ 1. f is the desired map . 
. , DEFINITION 1.3. Let f be a nonconstant analvtic function 
• in D, where D is any domain in the complex 
.... '"'·· 
. . "' 1 s t ,1 e o :1 .l ,., 
point for which the above identity holds, then x • • 1S t:1e 
peak point for f in D. Sl.11)n o s e f • 111 " .. ' 1. s t) c) \.: :-: c1 c a ; t n e r1 \.J e 
say x is~ peak point of D. 
LEMMA 1.2. The set of peak points of anv domain is closed. 
Proof. 
and let 
Let ai be the peak point of f. 
1. 
in D, i = 1,2, ... , 
is also a peak a. ~ a. ]_ Now if we can show a 
point,. then we are done. We assume that sup0 ~£i~ = l, 
s·irtce i.f it is not, we will mal,e it equal to 1 by multi-
plying by an appropriate constant. No\v let N • 
" l. be a neigh-
borhood of ai, i = 1,2, ... , with diam(~i) ~ 0, • a!1Cl .,. 'I ·'"" .,.= l t.: L 
.them be mutually disjoint. S . . .. . f ince a. is a pec1K ~)\) 1. :: t o l. 
f.) 
l.. l f. l l. is bounded away from 1 off Therefore -tor 
• 
an appropriate integer m., we have l. 
. ;. 
m. 
sup if. l. (z) I < 
ZED-N .. l. 
l. 
m. 
7. 
• 
-1. 4 • 
:Set = f.1.(z). 
l. We will now generate inductively 
a sequence b. 
l. 
(2) \ CX) 
L i=1 
such that 
b.g. 
l. 1. is bounded and analytic in 
I I n b. g. l = 2 - 1/n. 
. 1 l. l. 1. == 
D, 
We take b1 = l; clearly, it satisfies our condition (1). 
m 
Sup0 !f11(z)j = 1 by our assumption, so condition (3) is 
satisfied. Now, by induction, given b1 , ... ,bn-l' we are 
going to find 
r 
Note that each 
b as follows. n 
• 
Set 
lgi(z) ! < 4-1 , since all 
Then h (0) 
n 
N. 
1 
2/3 . 
are disjoint. 
We now choose a point Yn in Nn such that 
> 1 - (l/2n), and set en= [2· (b1g 1 (yn)+ ... +bn-lgn_ 1(yn))/ 
gn(Yn)]. jgn(Yn)/(blgl(yn)+ ... +bn-lgn-1<Yn)) '., where 
.. /· 
Jblgl(yn)+ ... +bn-lgn-i<Yn) J f 0, as otherwise condition 
(3) is violated. Then hn(cn) = supN .b 1g 1 (z)+ ... 
n 
I n-1 Note that b.g.(y) l. l. n i=l 
have the sane argument, • since 
Therefore, h (c~) 
n r. 
~ [cngn(yn)l == 2 · [gn(yn)i > 2· [1-1/2n] = 2 - 1/n. By 
the above observation, we have hn(O) < 2/3 < 2 - 1/n 
< hn(cn); then by the intermediate value theorem, there is 
a point 
1 
.;::. 2 - -
n· 
Lbnl ~ 2 
bn in the disc I • 1 z ! ~ 2 such that h {b) 
n 11 
Hence we have found a point b 
n 
such • t11at 
and bigi(z): = 2 - 1/n. 
- i=l 
Now the only thing we have left to show is that 
b.g. 
- :i=l 1. 1. 
we have 
.OQ 
is bounded and analytic in 
n 00 
l b. g. (z) l ~ I 1. 1. b.g. (z)] + l.. l. 
i=l 1 ' i=n+l 
1 00 
< 2 - l + 
n 
i=n+l 
D. For z €. N 
n' 
= 2 _ l + 1 4 -n 
n 3 • • 
• 
8. 
• • .<, ) 
00 
sup[\ b.g. (z)] N.L 1.1. 
n n=l 
> 2 -
Now for z E D. 
-
1 ~ sup I 
N 
n 
1 2 
- - -n 3 
00 
u N.' 
i=l l. 
co 
1 l b.g. (z) l 1. l. 
i=l 
00 
• 
n 
\ b.g. (z) l L i. i 
1 
-n 4 
• 
clearly we 
00 
< l 2 • 
i=l 
9. 
00 
- SU p ) ; bl.. : • N ~ 1 n i=n+l 
have 
• 
-1. 2/3 4 -- • 
Thu·S. 1 b.g.(z) l < 2 for all z 
€
 D. Now we are ready 1. ]_ 
i=l 
00 
to show l b. g. (z) l.. l.. is analytic in D. 
i=l 
compact subset of D. Then K meets only 
N.' 1. so that the series converges uniformly 
Let K be a 
--:- • '"! 
'1! a n ct ~1 t) s C) "'"" \.: t c i y 
on R. Thus f (z) =I: 
it is clear that lf(z)} 
b.g. (z) is analytic. Finally, 1. 1. 
is close to 2 only inside N. 
l. for large i, that is, only around a; hence, a is a peak 
point for f. It follows that the set of all peak points 
is closed. 
LE:MMA 1. 3. If D is any domain, the boundar"" poi:1t:s 
linearly accessible from the interior ~ (D). 
' •, 
• 
10. 
Proof. Let x E 5(D), E > 0. Let ye: D, !y-xf < e:. If 
x is the only point in 5(D) n [x,y], then x is linearly 
a6c~ssible and we are done. If not, by g.l.b. property, 
there must exist a point in o(D) n [x,y] lying nearest 
to y. Let's call it ' . i x-x 1 ~ < € Then and 
lin·early accessible, so the boundary points 1 i11early 
ac6ess~ble from the interior are dense in e(D). 
• l.S 
THEOREM 1. 1. If D l. s s i· mp 1 V Conn C> C'' ._L --~ ct·- ;1 n- d- 1· .L.a s ;) 'lf ... ,, ,,_-_~._ ..., . ., ... t L L'. c.. , . • ,.__ \.. - i.e ••• , ... ~J, ... '<ii 
' 
consists of more than one point, th0:1 c·\:c·~~"} 
is ~ peak point. 
. . . 
• "' ~,... .. ......... -j ., ..... ... .... ..._ ... , ..... •""; "_;, 
~- _j ·\_ } l. :A "' * \;,_ ·• ':'. ~ ,._, ~ " _,; '\,_ . •ca .. f L. 
Proof. Suppose 5(D) consists of more than one point, and 
let A be the set of all linearly accessible points in 
-:5 (D) . Now A= 5(D), by Lemma 1.3, and A . ~ 1.s a set ot 
• peak points in D by Lemma 1. 1. Clearly e (D) • 1.s a set 
of peak points, since any point x in 5(D) which is not 
in A will be a limit point of A. 
·· from Lemma 1. 2. 
The conclusion follows 
Note. In the proof of the following theorem, we define 
- -A, B where are in the s 'l')ace l> 
.. 
X .. . 
LEMMA 1. 4. If x E 6 (D) and the componer1 t k (x) of x 
in D 1 is non-trivial, then x 
;10~--%-,. ,,_.. _______ -- • 
11. 
Proof. If K(x) _has an interior point, then the existence 
of a subcontinuum K 1 such that • ana K.! l 
simply connected is clear. Now assume that K(x) .. nas 
n·o interior points. Then K = K(x) C 5(D). 
-
If not, then 
there exists z 0 E K(x) - 5(D) and N = N(z) such that 
0 
N nn = }1, i . e • , z 
0 is an interior point of 
must intersect some other con1Dor1c11t of 
.I.. D' ) 
DI. Hence N 
• 
since K(x) 
has no interior points, so NnD ~ 0 / / . 
diction. Therefore K = K(x) I t(D). 
Tl1is is a co11tra-
Let x: z 0 ~ K(x) 
and suppose Suppose • ~ 1 ~ • is totaLiV discon-__ . 
nected. Since it is a compact space (in the rela.~i~·.:c 
topology), we may apply (A), page 20 of [4], to see chat 
there exist sets A, B* such that z E A, 
0 
(We assume KO~(N) f ¢, as otherwise K is disconnected), 
KON= AUB*, and jKON(A,B*) = fJ. -Let B** = K - N, and 
let B = J* U B**· We claim A and B are a separation 
Clearly, A f ¢ f B and K =AU B. It is easily 
seen that jK(A,B) = ~- This is a contradiction. Hence 
KON is not totally disconnected, i.e., there exists a 
non-trivial component, which is the subconcinuum K
1 
we 
are looking for. K' 1 consists of K(x) - K1 
D and the union of those components of D' d . . l. s ~ :. :~ (: :.: 
K(x). D plus any subset of 5(D) is connected; in 
--. ., .... - .. •""',; . ...,., 
...... u,u 
.. -',. '_ - ......... ~,... ~---'--- .~, 
12. 
part~cul~r, DU(K(x)-K1) is connected. Moreover, every 
component. K of D' distinct f ram K (x) is closed, so 
it intersects ~ (D) at least in a point not in K,. 
l. 
Thus DU(K(x)-K1 )U(UK) = K1 is connected, hence simply 
connected. Similarly, it is easy to see that K(x) 1 is 
simply connected. Therefore, there is a co~1i:()1·:nal trans-
formation of K' 1 onto the 
. 
-
..... .. 
.. 
·~ in t e r 1. o r \.) : t r1 t.:: c ~. r: c .. e 
w0 = w(O,l), and, around x, ~ From 
·the simple connectivity of K(x)' follor.,,s tr1~J.t oi 
-cp(K(x) '). By Lemma 1.1 each linearly accessible poinc of 
t):(:cp(_K(~) ':) is a peak point having property (1) of that 
.lemma. Hence, if we restrict our functions to c;,(D), 
each of these points is still a peak point, so x is a 
peak point by Lemma 1.2. 
LEMMA 1. 5. If K(D) denotes the closure of the union of 
those components of 5(D) 
then every point in K(D) is~ peak 1)oint of D. 
Proof. Let K(D) UK(x ), where each K(x) • - l.S a non-- a a 
trivial component of 5 (D). Let p E K(D). If p €
 UK(x~), 
,,_,,. 
then K(x) for Now, By Lemma 1. 4. , . p E some a. p lS a a 
peak point. If p I- UK(xa), then • limit point ... p l.S a ot 
UK(xa,), so by Lemma 4 and Lemma 2, pis still a peak point. 
13. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A set S 
---
. 
. ~ 1.s ~ Pain lcve r-:l1 l l set (ct11.1L~d 
~ p-null set) if the algebra 
on the complement s1 of S 
alone. 
.- ,i 
.. ~ 
. . or t) C)l: r1 c: t_' \_: .. f ... , / ., .. ._. " • " C_ "" ... ., f .. .. t i __ .... 'I...-- ~ • - ... -, f; ... IIIF-'~ s .. - "-.. .. .. . ',,,, ~ - , .. _-.· "' . -
C On S' 1° C t· ....: -~) ;-: •· ·,,. ., .- ., .. • . "-J , ) l "- L ~ ~ L \_.. '-- ·, ... ~--; ..,,, , .. ., .jl '"4 ~~ 
-----
DEFINITION ·1. 5. ~ point XE 5(D) is called a 
-
boundary point if for each neighborhood N(x,t:), N(x,·-)~-.~ (J) 
is not a 
-
p-null set. 
LEMMA 1. 6.. Let G be .§!_ region in the plane and let S 
be~ locally compact totally disconnected set in G. 
G-S is connected. 
Then 
Proof. By Remark 1, page 22 in [4], S is a 0-dimensional 
• . set. By Corollary 1, page 48, in [ 4]) G-S l.S C ·-- .. ""-'! •-""\ .-_ ....... ...... • ~ \.i i. • • • l..' ,._ I... t.: u . 
LEMMA 1. 7. Let 5 (D) and ,/ K(D). The11 . ·- • X E X ~ . ' .. ,. l.S ... .. ,- .-+~ ..._ ,n, 
a 
-
p-essential boundary point, x • 1 , s a- o O :'.l ,/ .J... 
- ,._ (... " ' 
--
.. 
_,.. 
.... -.-. 
-.. .. ........ ,llt,i ''"""\ ""'"" 
... : \ __ ) 
_ .... ' .. jl ':'",. "-) l.... D . 
Proof. X • is a p-essential boundary irf it is an 
essential boundary point by Theorem 5 of [5]. Given a 
neighborhood N of x in which 5(D) is totally discon-
nected, by Lemma 1.6 N-o(D) is connected. By N-e (D) 
= (DnN) U (ext(D)nN), which is the disjoint union of open 
sets; NnD f ~' so ext(D)nN = p. Tt1us ~-,;.D -~ D. 
-
. -· ..,. . Suppose there does not exist an essc11t::..;.1_1.. ooundary 
po·int of D in N which is different f rorn x. 
bounded function f on D can be continued at • eac:1 
of N- lx) 
• Thus X is an isolated singularity of • ... ··"l,e· '-' .. 
'Continuation f of f to N- \ x} . Now, if if (z) i < M 
' /' 
:. 
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!f(z) I< M on N- lx) . Every point z* C)ri D, then 
of N- \x) is either in D or on OD, so by continuity, 
:in either case, we have 
lim if(z) 1 ~ M, so 
Z-+# 
l f (z*) i S:. M • 
ZED. 
Thus x is a removable singularity of f. Since f is 
arbitrary, x is a removable boundary point of D, con-
trary to our assumption that X is an esse11tial '!! • oounciary 
Hence there exists an essential bo~r:d~rv 
., 
• 1 • 
• 
")0 .. ~ ... 
. . .... , .... 
.. 
which is not equal to X in N ana tn\_j,s a I) - e s :.; L. :-. t i a 1 
b.o.undary point which is not equal to x in N. 
He11c0 
• 
is any sufficiently small 
exists a sequence ~x l , 
l n j 
neighborhood of x. 
x ~ x such that n i ' a:~c 
• each l.S a p-essential boundary point. L-et 
a sequence of neighborhoods with N J. • 
two N. 
l. 
l. 
intersecting, and diarn(N.) 
l. 
-
-r o. 
x. E M. C M. C N. 
l. l. l. l. 
o.pe.n. with for each • l.. 
x. e: N .. , l l 
Let 
Then 
• oe N. l 
t10 
be 
K • 
l 
= M. n 6.·(D) 
l.· is not a p-null set and thus this is an £1 
·such that f. 
l. is analytic on K! 1- (including ro) and 
' is not constant. We may assume that supK! .f: = 1. 
l. 
supN! !£1 ] < 1, so we can choose a sequence of integers m1 l. 
I'I'l • • 
so that 
• 
lf 1.1 < 4-1.. supN, . 
. l. l. . 
m. 
Then g. (z) = f. 1. (z). l. l. Set 
... 
15. 
m. 
sup0 Jgij = sup0 Jfi 1 ] = 1, • since D' is nowhere dense in 
N., i.e., there is no interior point of D' l. 
and • 
. 
in ' .. .. \ . ) 
l. 
D C K!. 
l. Clearly, supD-N. '. gi: < 4 -1.. Using • tt1e same 
1. 
technique as in Lemma 2, we choose b ' 
n so tl1a t ( 1) b .,: 2, 
. n·-• 
(2) supN J \ n b.g. I = 2 - -n1 , and (3) f(z) = '/\~ ''' b.g. (z) i L i =1 i. i. 
._, i i i 
::i.$, bounded and analytic in D. As before, we deduce that 
1 2 4-n < 1 f ! 1 ? -n 2 - - - - . supN < 2 - - + .:::.. . 4 and n 3 n 3 n 
supD-UN. 1 £ 1 < 2/3. Thus, f has a peak at x. ]_ 
THEOREM 1. 2. If x is ~ p-essential boundar,, 11oint, 
then x is~ peak point. 
Proof. If x E K(D), this is true by Lemma 1.5.; otherwise, 
x E 5(D) and xi K(D), so x is a peak point by 
Lemma l. ·7:· 
THEOREM 1.3. x is~ peak point iff x is an essential 
boundary point. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 of [5], x is an essential boundary 
point only if x is a p-essential boundary point. 
by Theorem 1.2, x is a peak point. Now let x be a 
peak point of D. From the discussion above, every 
,,..,.. J.nen 
x e K(D) is a peak point of a function f which has no 
.•. 
.. 
16. 
• limit at x. To see this, observe that K{D) 1.s a per-
feet set, so x is a limit of peak points, by Lerr.-na 1. S. 
Now it is clear that the function f is the function 
b. g··, •. 
··i. l. 
at x. 
in Lemma 1.2, and this function has no limit 
Thus no point of K(D) is removable. If 
X E 
~(D) - K(D), then there exists . ... ... ., .. a ne ig r:. :) 01-11 ood N(x) 
such that 5D n N is totally disco11nccted, a:1ci [r(}:7. 
·:proof of Lemma 1. 7 we have • l.S 
removable. Let f be any bounded function on D. f 
• 
analytic N* u (N-tsD) Q, \vhere N* r N • is on - l.S a - \.. 
-
:neighborhood of By the • modulus theorem, x. maximum 
there exists z E Q such that if(z )t > ~ f (x) t • 0 • 0 • 
Case- ·1. (N-o (D)) C D. Then • not peak • z E X 1S a po1.nc 0 
-
fo.r f on D. 
Case 2. z O E a c n) n N*. Since 5(D) is nowhere dense 
in N*, there exist points of D b . . ... " a r .. •- ... - _, -.,- ~- i , i' C : --. ,...:- - • •· 0· 
..L L J.. d ... .1.. ....... • .t I., I ,:J t.:;; L 
z 0 , so the continuity of f at z 0 ir:1plic:s tZ:.:rc ex:...sts 
such that 
- E > . ,r; (z) .. 
I - • • 
x is not a peak point for f on D. But f . .. . 1.s aro1trary, 
so x is not a peak point for D. Thus x is essential. 
~. 
17. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DETERMINATION OF THE RATIO OF 
THE RADII OF AN ANJ\uLUS l~Ro:,•r I'l'S 
RING OF BOUNDED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
With the properties of peak points we described in 
Chapter I, we are ready to deduce the ratio 0£ the radii 
of an annulus from its ring of bounded anal~·tic fui1ctions. 
Let R 
be a ring which is isomorphic with the ring B(A) of 
.. 
' . 
bounded analytic functions on an annulus A = -1· z .) ~. ·: z ·. <"'' ·"i ~.·, . • l . !I ,rr , ~ J where and are not known. From the ring R, 
d·educe the number p2/ Pi. 
Solution: Let be the isomorphism mapping B(A) 
ant.a R and £, g, h be elements of B(A) and a,b, 
d, be elements of R (where . the multiplica-C e e l.S ). 
-
tion identity). Let 1 E B(A) be the function idenci-
cally equal to 1 on A. Then clearly e - 0(1), and -
' 
ne = n'°(l) = ¢(nl), so that ±(m/n)e = P(±(m"n)· 1). -e 
has two square roots in 
the other the image of 
R, one being the 
-i·l, since --e == 
. 
-1.ma ,.-,, e or b i· 1 , 
= ¢(il)¢(il) = ¢((-i) 21) = ¢(-il)¢(-il). Thus, we choose 
one(root of -e and make it correspond to i•l; denote 
.. 
. 
."•: 
/'\, 
·,,."', 
\. 
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Then 
+ r.2 (i·e) for all rational r 1 , r 2 witl1 1)ossi.bl~,1 a con-
sistent error in the sign of the imaginary term, • Si i"'. Ce 
there is ·no way of knowing whether y) ( ( r 1 +r 2 i) 1 ) - ... - ""-- .. ·-.. 1 -
l. 
However, . , . 1.n tr11.s case an 
or 
argument similar to that which we will present leads to 
the same solution of the problem . 
Now· let R(f) be the closure of the range of f; 
-then R(f) if and only if f-a·l has .. • a E no 1.nverse i.n 
B(A), • if and only if 1/ (f-a· 1) I B(.A.). To this, 
i. e. ' , .. ..,, 
see 
<# 
r 
let R(f) and • • tl1e • • .,.. R(f); 
a E suppose a 1.S in interior ot 
then (£-a·l)(z) = f(z) 
/ B(A). If a E 5R(f), 
- a= 0 for some z, so 1 (.(,- l) / t-Ct.· 
" 
then there exists a sequence in 
R(f) converging to a and 1/(f-~·l)(z) ~oo through 
those values converging to a. C 1 l..t,.. onverse y 
/ B(A), then 1/f-a·l) is not analytic or not bounded 
on A. If it is analytic, then f(z) - a 
somewhere; if it is not bounded, then 1/(£-a·l) (z) ~~ 
f (z) - a -? 0 on some sequence. Hence, ,..,._ ., R.. ( .:: ) u. t= ' 
-
.L. • 
Since j is an isomorphism, f-a·l has no inverse 
:.•' B(A) if and only if J1(f)-a.e has • . R, 
,1..n 
no inverse 1n 
.. if£ • • the cr(,O(f)) of PC-) Thus 
i. e. , a l.S in spectrum ... 
.l. • 
• 
···-. ~-~-----------
; 
,.-
if a E: R, we know for each rational r 1, r 2 whether 
rl + ir2 e Rcp- 1 (a)) by knowing whether 
has 
has 
• • an inverse 1.n 
• • an inverse in 
B(A), i.e., \vhether 
• 
19. 
R, i.e., whether (r +i1- )e - a 2 :1.:l s il n 
inverse in R. Therefore, if 1.~ not 
we ~ow i(¢-1 (a)), since 
~r1+ir2l is d~nse in i(p-l(a)). 
"-'" .. J ' Specifically, if 1 ' ~ .:. sup~ 1at ;aEa(a) ~, then clearly 
l l J 
p(a) = 
~ I ~ 
p(a) = sup laJja E i(f) and also p(a) = sup.1:f(z).·z E: A~, 
:, " J 
where ,o-1 (a) = £. Thus p(a) is also the maximum modulus 
(here-in-after abbreviated l1M) of p- 1 (a). There:'o::..·e, if 
p-1 (a) (z) = az, a /= O, it follows that p(a) = sui,. :z. 
·= Ja.lpz, and 
i· 
1 
Then 
if 
p(a-1) = sup ll/azl = l/laip1 . ZEA 
. -1 
p(a)•p(a ) = laJp2 · l/lai·p1 = 
~-
1 (a)(z) = az-1 , we still have 
ZE:\ 
Similarly, 
Hence we have assumed O < p1 < p2 < oo. Now we need only 
show that properties (1), (2), (3) on f follow i:::,):;i 
purely algebraic conditions on fD(f), and 
is solved. (1) and (3) are clearly algebraic. Sunr)ose f 
.. . 
is not schlicht. Then there are at least two distinct 
---,,--~-----------
', 
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:po::i..r1t:.s i,n D at which f assumes the same value. Lee 
,. . . 
z1,z2 'be these two distinct points, and N1 , ~2 oe a1s-
joint neighborhoods of 
~ W; then w E f(N1) n 
z 1 and z 2 . 
f(N2), which 
Let f(z 1 ) ~ •. , *.:,--c ) - ,i,,. .:.- ') 
• h • is open. out t:1e 
rational complexes are dense in any open set, • so t:1ere 
is a complex rational r 1 + r 2 i such that f takes the 
,ra.ltie· twice, unless f is a constant function. Tnus, 
if K > k-l and if for each r 1 + r 2i with k-l < :r1+r2i; 
< Ks f - (r1+r2i)l has only one zero, then f is schlicht. 
LEMt1A 2.1. Let A be an annulus, and let f 
€
 B(A). 
Suppose that (1) f-l e B(A), where -1 f (z) · f(z) = 1 for 
all z e A, (2) f is schlicht, and (3) for everv gEB(A), 
either 
(*) MM(f·g) = MM(f)·MM(g) 
or 
Then 1' +l f (·z) = az- for some a f O if o <Pi< P2 < ~ • 
Proof. Let K = MM(£), k = MM(f-1). 
the boundary of R(f) ·has modulus K 
If every 
or k- 1 , 
po::_nt in 
• tnen 
clearly R(f) is an annulus conformal with A, and the 
conclusion is a well-known result ([l], pages 247, 248). 
' 11 
I 
I 
I ·~ 
I 
We shall, therefore, assume that x E i(R(f)) and 
k-l < Ix!< K, and obtain a contradiction to (3), i.e., 
we shall find a function g E B(A) sucl1 tl1a t :Wt!-1 (g) -
-
but MM(f.g) < K, MM(f-1.g) < k. ,..., . let be r1.rst gl any 
function • • 
• 
in ..... 
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1, 
analytic R(f) with a peak at ,{'\ . The eXlS-
f f 11 f L 1 / . tence o g 1 o ows rom emma .~, since 
• 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
Let r and E be so chosen that c:x!-r)-l < k - £ 
an·d· (IxJ+r) < K - e. Then ( ' "' sup .1_1 .·. 0 l ( z ) 1 ,_. : z -x ;: '> r z € A ti,._ 
, •Q I• i I .;_ ) • I I 
~ ) 
~ ~ < 1. Set g(z) = g 1 (£(z)). Then g is analytic in 
·A. and MM(g) = 1. If z E A with ·x-f (z) .. ," r 
• • ' > 
Jf(z)g(z) J = !f(z) I· jg(z) I ~ (K-E)· l, • since 
.x. + ~x-f(z)~ 
< r + lxl < K - • E, i.e., fx+f(z)-x: < K - E, • l.. e. 
lf(z) I < K - €. Also, !£-1 (z).g(z): = :£-1 (z) · g(z) ! 
~ (k-E)·l, since Ix! - jf(z) ! ~ jx-f(z); < r, so 
lf(z) l > lxl - r, and 
1/Jf(z) I< 1/(!xl-r) < k - €. 
For z EA with lx-f(z)I Lr, we have !f(z)g(z)! 
= !f(z)!·lg(z)j ~K-11 and i£-1 (z)g(z). == .f- 1 (z)>lg(z)l 
~ k· T). Thus MM(fg) < Max (K-E, K-;-;) < K = ~r-1( f) >2<(;) and 
MM.(£-1g) ~ Max (k-E, k11) < k = MM(£-1 )M}f(g); therL'{-:lrt: (3) 
is violated, which establishes the contradictiou. 
~.~ .. --:.:.:==::;:;:=:::::r-------~---
·,/" 
:~< ,, 
LEMMA 2. 2. 
' ! , 
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,... f € B = B (i\) is schlicht if and onl,: if tor 
every rational complex number a c: R(i) 
M = (f-al)B a. is a maximal ideal in B. 
- - ---- --- --
• 
ti1C 
. . . 
.... .· ~ .,. ~ 
•~A l. l_,· '-. ~ ~ 
Proof. If £ is not schlicht, then there exists a 
rational complex a such that f(z) - a has at least 
' 
, two distinct zeros. 
Consider the ideal 
by M and z - z 1 . 
Let these • ze:...-os oe z l and 
T = [M z-z l = the ideal generated a' 1 J 
T = f(z-z 1)g(z) + (f(z)-a)h(z)~, l J 
where g, h € B. TI B, • since 1 / T> and T ~ ~1~,, 
• since z - z /. M 1 a isasmuch as z - z 1 only 
-
• rlas a 
single zero, and elements of M have double zeros. a Hence 
M 
a is not maximal. 
Now suppose f is schlicht. Let a be any complex 
rational in R(f). Then there exists 
f(z) - a has a simple zero at 
z EA such that 0 
Let F(z) = f(z) - a. 
We claim F(z) is bounded away from O on the complement 
C of any closed disc N about - F (C) is ooer1 and 
II, 
• F(N) is open. Thus, if OE F(C), F(C) n F(>~) .:o ,0 and 
is open. Then there exists a complex rationd: ,,:1,i.cZ: is 
assumed twice, once in N and once in C. Hence, F is 
not schlicht, so f is not schlicht, and this violates 
.;. 
.. 
.i 
I 
the hypothesis. Thus (z-z 0 )/(f(z)-a) € B, so (f(z)-c1) 
f [(z-z 0 )/(f(z)-a)] = (z-z 0 ) e: Ma. \-le claim ' 
g(z) = 0 0 • Suppose g EB and Then 
g(z) = (z-z 0 )g1 (z), where g1 e B. But Ma is an ideal, 
so g E M • a To show 
h E B "" M , then a. 
is maximal, we show that if 
If h 
€
 B 'v ~1 then 
~, ' 
23 . 
f 0. Let f(z) - a= F(z) = (z-z 0 )F1 (z), where F1 (z 0 ) f 0 
and F1 ~ B. Set h(z).= h(z 0 ) + h 1 (z), and d2£i~e g(z) 
= h1 (z)F1 (z) e B. But g(z)/F1 (z) =h1(z) EB and h:(z 0 ) 
= 0 so ) 
THEOREM 2. 1. 
on the annulus 
Let 
.A.-.. 
. -
Thus 
R b e a r l. n a T., h 1.· C 11 1.· s a 1 ()' ·':'. ~) ..,- ·1 i ..... ·1 1 1 'r 1~ ~ 0 -- --- b \. . l,._,, t::c l _ ._, C: A .-4',-_. \...-.. { A: cc4. . • ., 'I 
_ 0/. ~ ~-
!f there is an element a ER satisfying (1), (2), 
(~) Pelow, then for any such element, p(a).p(a- 1) 
== :Pi /p_1_ ·< 90. If there does not exist such an a, then 
P2/ P1 = ·oo.. 
(.1)· a -l E R 
(2) (p(a-1))-l < p(a) and for every complex rational 
r 1 + r 2i with (p(a-1))-l < lr1+r2i [ < p(a) 
we have (a-(r1e+r2ie))R is a maximal ideal in R. 
--- -7. 
l 
i 
l 
('.3) For every b € R either(*) or(**) holds: 
.(~:) p(ab) = p(a)p(b). 
(**) p(a -lb) = p(a -l) p(b). 
24. 
Proof: Clearly ,0(z) meets the first and third conditions 
and by Lemma 2.2, ,0(z) also meets the second condition. 
Furthermore if ,0(£) meets the conditions, then f(z) 
+l 
= az-, and the conclusion follows. 
1 
.• 
.. 
.l. 
2. 
25. 
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